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} November 11, 1970 , og 

Mrs, Sylvia Meagher 
302 West 12 Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Mrs. Meagher: 

I’want to thank you for your prompt and very frank reply 

to my letter and for the list of corrections. I can under~ 

stand your feeling of discouragement toward ever reaching’ 

the full truth about the assassinations but I don't think 

all is lost. 

I gave a talk at the A.5.U. Law College a few weeks ago, 

using the Zapruder film and slides on the compsvlite 

Oswald photos, All of the people present were very 

surprised to see how clearly Fresident Kennedy's head is 

forced backwards and how demonstrably phoney the Oswald 

pictures are. No one IT have shown this material to has 

gone away without some dovt about the official version 

of the crime. However, it does vother me the way most 

people are willing to aecept the lies and deceit on the 

government's part as a necessary evil. ) 

T was in Los Angeles last weekend visiting Fred New 

discussing some of his theories. He showed me some 

indicating that surgical alterations had been verformec 

on President Kennedy's head before the autopsy. i was 

fairly impressed by what he had found, 
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He mentioned that he had shown this material to you and 

I am wondering what you thought of it, If such a 

operation took place, it heavily incriminates % 

Service. | 

I'm fairly sure Fred nas algo told you about his "shots 

from inside the car theory.” If so, taen he's sone into 

the testimony of people smelling gun powder in the street 

and seeing the driver with his gun pulled. Then there is 

that strange movement in_the Zaprucer film at the time of 

the head snot that does look a little like the driver 

shooting. |
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T tend to believe this movement is the highlight off 

Kellerman's nead as he moves packward., This combined with 

Greer turning around and the head shot ocevring at the 

same time gives 4 wierd effect that resembles the driver 

turning around and firing. ss 
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I rule out the possibility of "doctoring”™ Sy critics 

pecause the same effect is in the yolumes. The film could 

nave peen doctored by tne secret Service (there are. frames 

missing right after the head shot) burt this would mean 

doctoring from something worse to what it is now. 

I find the whole theory wnconvincing but am pothered by 

the possibility that Fred could be right. This would 

‘explain 4 number of bnings such 2s laundering of Comaly's 

clothes, He one seeing @ grassy knoll assassin, and the 

great pains taken by the Government tO protect the actual 

agsassins. 

Ags you can SUESS, Ttm going to ask your orinion. You've 

provably seen 4 hetter copy of the film than I have and 

you have @ much more complete view of the whole © 

judge from. 

I met David Lifton last summer and 1 mast admit that 1 

pelieve your analysis of him is quite correct. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Cutcalt 

p.S. If you ever feel a need for a vacations why not come 

to Phoenix? You are always welcome to stay here and 1 

would weicome the chaace vo meet you.


